
 

Winter wonderland sew along 
BLOCK #4   BOARDIN’ BUDDS



INSTRUCTIONS - PLEASE READ EVERYTHING BEFORE BEGINNING 
A. CUT OUT BACKGROUND (BG) COTTON:  Burnished Cream - Square will finish at 12”.  You will need 

to cut it 12.5” but I suggest cutting at 13” to allow for some edge raveling and such.  It is a good 
idea to chalk mark your seam lines around all edges so that appliqué pieces are within seam.  
Optionally, for stability, you can back your square with an 11.5” square of Shape Flex interfacing.    

B. CUT APPLIQUE PIECES:  Refer to Color Chart above.  Follow manufacturer’s instructions for your 
chosen light weight fusible webbing  and cut out appliqué pieces.   For your convenience reversed 
patterns are provided.  Some broken lines indicate overlapping of pieces.  Be sure to extend to that 
line when tracing and cutting out.  NOTES:  Refer to photo.   House Roof is cut as one piece.  Snowman 
Head is placed snug up against Jacket top and Scarf.   Eye White Circle - using fusible webbing, from a tiny 
piece of muslin or white fabric trace and cut out a Goggle Circle - cut just a hair smaller than the Goggle. 


C. POSITION PIECES:  It is a good idea to lightly mark the seam line here and there on all 4 sides.  
Keep all outside appliqué pieces at least 1/2” from seam lines.  Refer to photo and Pattern Layouts. 
Position all of the pieces.  After all placement is determined  you can remove all of the small pieces and 
set aside for now. 

PLEASE NOTE:  Floss colors are underlined.  Following appliqué instruction for each piece are the 
embellishment stitches that are to be added to that piece in italics.  It is sometimes best to first 

appliqué all pieces in place, then come back and add the embellishments. 

WINTER WONDERLAND BLOCK #4 - Finished Block 12”  -  SUPPLIES & NOTES 
BACKGROUND (BG) FABRIC & APPLIQUE WOOL COLOR CHART 

FLOSS SUGGESTIONS:  Valdani Pearl Cotton Size 12 most commonly used.  Valdani # is listed but some of the color names are 
general color names so that any favorite floss can be used. #P4 Aged White Lite;  #0572 Teal Blue;  H207 Darkened Blue;  
#0126 Med. Grey; # 0501 Black/Brown;   078 Aged Wine;   0592 Primitive Purple;  153 Golden Moss;  0217 Pumpkin;  P1 Old 
Brick;  145 Earth Brown;  0178 Tea Dyed Stone:   0154 /Dk. Antique Gold;  Black       
Also used:  DMC Off White #712 and Dark Red Pearl Cotton 
MISCELLANEOUS:  Disappearing ink marker; Steam-A-Seam2 Lite fusible web (or your favorite), Vinyl & dry  or wet erase 
marker (see IMPORTANT TIP BELOW); Shape Flex light weight fusible interfacing.		 	 	 	  
LIGHT FUSIBLE WEBBING:  If you use Steam-A-Seam2 Lite (or your favorite fusible) you need to trace your pattern in reverse.  .  
For your convenience Pages 6 & 7 show pattern in reverse.  Some broken lines indicate overlap of applique pieces. 
STITCHING:   Unless noted otherwise, stitching was done with 1 strand Valdani #12, in coordinating colors - #s above.  
Suggested general floss colors are underlined in each section.   Blanket Stitch = BLS; WS=Whip Stitch;   SS=Stem Stitch .   
  EMBELLISHMENT STITCHES:  All embellishment stitches are found in italics, following the appliqué stitches for each particular 
piece.  In most instances it is easiest to applique everything first and then come back to the embellishments. 
IMPORTANT TIP: This is my favorite way to transfer stitching - and positioning.  Example:  if you want an accurate placement of 
the Snowman pieces, lay a sheet protector or piece of vinyl over the Pattern Layout.  With a wet or dry erase marker,  trace 
around the appliqué pieces, embellishment stitches. (Works great for faces also)  Lay it over your background fabric, lift and 
place pieces in line with tracing.  Adjust to your satisfaction.  Use the same method for Embellishment Stitches. Trace them 
onto vinyl.  Lay over Block area, lift vinyl just enough to mark some of the stitches with a disappearing ink marker.  

 (BG) Burnished Cream  13” square 
SNOWMAN WOOLS 

Head & Hands - OFF WHITE 
Jacket - NATURAL TINY CHECK 
Pants - BLUE/GREEN PLAID 
Leggings & 3 Buttons, Eye Circles - GREY 
ScarF -  RED 
Boots - OLIVE PLAID 

Snowboard, BROWN 
Crown - DARK BLUE 
Mouth - BLACK 

BIRD WOOLS 
Bird Body - LIGHT BLUE 
Wing & Hat  - Pom DARK GOLDEN MOSS 
Hat - GREY 
Tails & Goggle Circle - RED

Boots - BLACK 
Snowboard - DARK BLUE 

VILLAGE 
Houses - BLUE, BEIGE & 
GREY with BLACK roof 
Trees - LIGHT GREEN 
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D. STITCH PRINCE SNOWBERT:  Remove Crown, Scarf & Buttons.  Fuse pieces in place.  Stitch using 
the following underlined floss colors. 
• Head & Hands:  Off White, small BLS.  Face will be done in later step. 
• Jacket & Pants:   Teal Blue floss doubled, BLS.   ~   With Teal Blue doubled SS the vertical Jacket Line 

a bit to left of center.  Teal Blue singled BLS Buttons and add a Aged Wine horizontal line part way 
through center.  Pants Patch: With Old Brick, do about 7  or 8 long stitches each about 1/16 th inch apart.  
Do the same the other direction but weave over and under the first set of stitches. 

• Leggings:  Grey, WS along side edges.  ~ With Purple, SS 2 horizontal stripes on each Legging.  
• Boots:  Brown, BLS   ~   Add large French knot Black Buttons. 
• Board:  Aged Wine, BLS. 

Replace small pieces and fuse. 
• Crown:  Teal Blue, small BLS   ~   Add large Golden Moss French knots at top of each point 
• Scarf:  Dark Red, BLS   ~   SS 3 Purple Stripes and 4 Fringe Strands at end of Scarf. 
• FACE:  Place Eye Circles and stitch on with Black French knots looking slightly to the side and up.  
Nose, Pumpkin- do 4 long straight stitches all ending at the point.  Mouth, WS on using Black 
sewing thread and small stitches.  Carefully blush cheeks when block is completed. 

E. STITCH IGGY BIRD:  Set aside Goggle Circle.  Draw Legs for correct Boot placements. 
• Bird Body:  Darkened Blue BLS.  Satin Stitch over little Beak with Dark Gold.    
• Hat:  matching Med.Grey BLS  Hat Pom:  Teal Blue BLS.   ~   Satin Stitch 3 stripes on bottom of Hat 

using Old Brick, Teal Blue, Purple.   SS 3 Old Brick stripes at end of Hat near Pom.  
• Tail, Wing:  WS Tail with Dark Red and add Golden Moss French knot to each.  BLS Wing with 

matching Golden Moss and add Teal Blue French knot at top.  Double Teal Blue and SS very close to 
Wing edges all the way around.   

• Goggle Circle:  The center circle of the Goggle is very carefully cut out.  with muslin or white 
fabric piece RSU,  place Red Goggle circle on top, making certain no white shows beyond the 
edges.   Fuse in place.  Dark Red, WS around outside and inside edge of Goggle.  Add Black 
French knot for Eye.   ~  SS Red Goggle straps. 

• Board:  Teal Blue, BLS 
• Boots:  Black, WS   ~   With Black doubled, SS Legs. 

F. STITCH VILLAGE:  Be certain to leave ample room for embellishing stitches, smoke, snow, 
snowflakes. 
• Row Houses:  Make sure they are snug up to each other and the Roof snug to top.  WS each House 

with matching floss.   Black, WS Roof piece.   ~   Aged Wine Doubled, Satin Stitch tiny Chimney and 
then a Door on each House.  Med. Grey, SS Smoke line and Satin Stitch two tiny Windows on each house. 

• Trees:  WS with a matching sewing thread.  Tree Trunks, SS Earth Brown Doubled.    ~           
Aged White Lite, SS very close to edges of each Tree.  Aged White Lite doubled (or size #8) SS the 
Snowy Hill, adding some extra stitches along bottom sides of Tree Trunks. 

G. ADDITIONAL EMBELLISHMENT STITCHES:   Pull up your stitches firmly but avoid too tight which will 
cause puckering on your background fabric.  Aged White Lite doubled, add 2 motion lines behind 
each snowboard.  Thread singled, add about 8 randomly placed Snowflakes in the sky - vary the sizes.  
The 3 intersecting lines are SS each ending in a French knot.     Square up Block to 12.5”. 
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1” Test

Should print
as 1 inch 
square.

VILLAGE SECTION:  

BIRD SECTION:  

PATTERN LAYOUTS 
NOT REVERSED

SEE PAGES 6 & 7
FOR REVERSED

PATTERN.

BIRD AND VILLAGE SECTIONS 
NOT REVERSED  

Bird Body is drawn separately to 
avoid confusion with overlapping 
hat.  If using fusible webbing you 

must REVERSE pattern.  See Pages 
6 & 7 for reversed pattern layouts. 

Hat Overlap Line
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     ↑      ↑               ↑
Trace each house separately and be sure 

to trace and cut the curve
along each house bottom.



 

1” Test

Should print
as 1 inch 
square.

PATTERN LAYOUT - NOT REVERSED 
SNOWMAN SECTION 

If doing fusible applique see Pages 6 & 7 for 
REVERSED PATTERNS 

Note: Some broken lines indicate where one piece 
is overlapped by another.  Extend to broken lines 
when tracing. Also, to help with positioning, draw 

any of the guide lines onto template. 
	 Head bottom, Scarf and Jacket top all run 	
	 along the same line.  When positioning 

place them 
snug to each other.
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Shows Bird Board 
approximate 
placement >>
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Hat Overlap Line

REVERSED PATTERNS
FOR USE WITH FUSIBLE 

APPLIQUE.
BIRD AND VILLAGE SECTIONS

Note: Some broken lines indicate where one 
piece is overlapped by another.  Extend to 

broken lines when tracing. Also, to help with 
positioning, draw any of the guide lines onto 

template.

BIRD BODY
Drawn separately to avoid 

confusion with hat 
embellishment stitching

     ↑      ↑               ↑
Trace each house separately and be sure 

to trace and cut the curve
along each house bottom.1” Test

Should print
as 1 inch 
square.



REVERSED 
PATTERN 

SNOWMAN SECTION 
FOR FUSIBLE APPLIQUE 

Note: Some broken lines indicate where 
one piece is overlapped by another.  Extend 
to broken lines when tracing. Also, to help 

with positioning, draw any of the guide lines 
onto template. 

Head bottom, Scarf and Jacket top all run 
along the same line.  When positioning 

place them 
snug to each other.

1” Test

Should print
as 1 inch 
square.
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